
How not to get shot : and other advice from white people. 

By: Hughley, D. L. (Darryl L.), 1963- [author.]. 

Summary: Legendary African American activist-comedian D. L. Hughley uses satire to draw 

attention to white privilege and racial injustice, sardonically offering an illustrated how-to 

guide for black people, full of insight from white people, about how to act, dress, speak, walk, and drive 

in the safest manner possible.  Call number: 818.602 HUG 

White kids : growing up with privilege in a racially divided America. 

By: Hagerman, Margaret A [author.]. 

Featuring the actual voices of young, affluent white kids and what they think about race, 

racism, inequality, and privilege, White Kids illuminates how white racial socialization is 

much more dynamic, complex, and varied than previously recognized. It is a process that 

stretches beyond white parents’ explicit conversations with their white children and includes not only 

the choices parents make about neighborhoods, schools, peer groups, extracurricular activities, and 

media, but also the choices made by the kids themselves.  Call number: 305.235 HAG 

Defining moments in Black history : reading between the lies. 

By: Gregory, Dick [author.]. 

The activist and comedian examines key events in black history, from the beginnings of the 

slave trade in Africa and the Middle Passage to the Harlem Renaissance and the Black Lives 

Matter movement.  Call number: 973.049 GRE 

Cop under fire: moving beyond hashtags of race, crime & politics for a better America. 

By: Clarke, David, Jr, 1956-. 

Summary: America has become increasingly divided and polarized in recent years. With 

growing animosity toward law enforcement professionals, government corruption, 

disregard for the constitution, and racial tension thanks to the media and hate groups, there seems to 

be no easy answer in sight. But Sheriff David Clarke knows where we must begin. We need to stop 

blaming others and take ownership of our family, community, and country. We must face our problems 

and turn to God for solutions. Call number: 320.52 CLA 

When they call you a terrorist : a Black Lives Matter memoir. 

By: Khan-Cullors, Patrisse, 1984- [author.]. 

Summary: A memoir by the co-founder of the Black Lives Matter movement explains the 

movement's position of love, humanity, and justice, challenging perspectives that have 

negatively labeled the movement's activists while calling for essential political changes. 

Call number: 92 KH 

 

 



No ashes in the fire : coming of age black & free in America. 

By: Moore, Darnell L, 1976- [author.]. 

Summary: "When Darnell Moore was fourteen, three boys from his neighborhood tried to 

set him on fire. They cornered him while he was walking home from school, harassed him 

because they thought he was gay, and poured a jug of gasoline on him. He escaped, but just barely. It 

wasn't the last time he would face death. Three decades later, Moore is an award-winning writer, a 

leading Black Lives Matter activist, and an advocate for justice and liberation. Call number: 306.766 

MOO 

Excessive use of force : one mother's continuing struggle against police brutality and 

misconduct. 

By: Prater, Loretta P [author.]. 

Summary: On January 2, 2004, Leslie Vaughn Prater, Loretta Prater’s unarmed son, was a 

homicide victim in Chattanooga, Tennessee. His death resulted from an altercation with four police 

officers. This is the account of an African American family’s personal experience with police brutality and 

misconduct, the behind the scene dynamics, as well as the personal emotional trauma experienced by 

victims’ families.  Call number: 364.134 BRA 

I can't breathe : a killing on Bay Street. 

By: Taibbi, Matt [author.]. 

Summary: "Explores the roots and repercussions of the infamous killing of Eric Garner by the 

New York City police.  Call number: 363.23 TAI 

The black and the blue : a cop reveals the crimes, racism, and injustice in America's law 

enforcement. 

By: Horace, Matthew [author.]. 

Summary: Through gut-wrenching reportage, on-the-ground research, and personal 

accounts from interviews with police and government officials around the country, Horace presents an 

insider's examination of archaic police tactics.  Call number: 92 HO 

Police state : how America's cops get away with murder. 

By: Spence, Gerry [author.]. 

Summary: In his 60-plus years as a trial lawyer, Gerry Spence [claims that he] has 

never represented a person accused of a crime in which the police hadn't 

themselves violated the law. Whether by covering up their own corrupt dealings, by the 

falsification or manufacture of evidence, or by the outright murder of innocent civilians, those 

individuals charged with upholding the law break it every day, in ways more scandalous than 

the courts have dared admit.  Call number: 363.20973 
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